The interaction of a fluxon with a local defect in a damped dc driven long Josephson junction (LJJ) is analyzed by means of perturbation theory. The defect is a combination of a micro-short or micro-resistor with a dissipative micro-inhomogeneity. Threshold (maximum) values of the bias current density admitting capture of a fluxon by a combined defect are calculated for various practically important cases. The dynamics of a fluxon moving through a lattice of dissipative defects is studied. The energy emitted by a fluxon moving past a local defect is calculated. It is demonstrated that the latter effect can be employed to design a Josephson micro-wave generator based upon a LJJ with an installed lattice of dissipative defects. That generator must be more effective than the one proposed earlier by McLaughlin and Scott.
Introduction
The study of long Josephson junctions (LJJs) is one of the central topics in contemporary applied physics [ 1, 2] . A convenient way to prepare a junction with the required properties is to install various inhomogeneities into it. In this connection, substantial theoretical work was devoted to the study of the motion of fluxons (magnetic flux quanta) in inhomogeneous LJJs, see refs. [ 3-81. Emission of linear plasma waves by a fluxon moving through a lattice of periodically installed micro-shorts was proposed as a basis for a Josephson micro-wave generator in ref.
[ 31. If the bias current applied to LJJ, which plays the role of driving force for a fluxon, is sufftciently small, a collision of a fluxon with a microshort may result in the capture of the fluxon [ 31. It was proposed to use this dynamical process to design logic elements of a Josephson computer [ 
21.
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In the present paper we study a model of a damped dc driven LJJ with a local inhomogeneity described by the perturbed sine-Gordon (sG) equation for the dimensionless magnetic flux @( x,t ) :
= -f-y@t-j!G(x)@l+~d(~) sin @.
(1)
In the case /I= 0 eq. ( 1) gives a standard model [ 3 ] withfstanding for the bias current density, y being a phenomenological dissipative constant, e being the "strength" of a micro-short (E < 0) or micro-resistor ( t > 0); x and t are measured in units of the Josephson penetration length and inverse Josephson plasma frequency. Local defects of a more general form may alter not only the local value of the maximum Josephson current density, which is accounted for by the term N t in eq. ( 1 ), but, as well, the local value of the dissipative coefficient, which is taken into account by the term N /3 (fi> 0). A local defect of this kind can be created, e.g., by the action of a focused ( 1) as a model of such a defect has been put forward in ref. [ 10 ] ) . The same model may be employed to describe a narrow bridge (micro-short) made of a normal (non-superconducting) metal which connects two bulk superconductors, or a narrow resistor laid upon the junction. The latter system has been realized in recent experimental work [ 
111.
A fluxon is described by a kink solution of the sG equation. In the absence of perturbations this solution is
where V(I"<l), <(t)=F't, and a=fl are the kink's velocity, center-of-mass coordinate, and polarity. A fluxon in a homogeneous damped'dc driven LJJ (i.e. /3= e =O;f; ye 1) is described by the following approximate solution to eq. ( 1):
where the equilibrium velocity V0 is determined by the balance between the driving force and friction 
In this paper we will primarily deal with the "nonrelativistic" case Vg K 1, i.e. f<< y:
The interaction between a "nonrelativistic" fluxon and a micro-short was considered in ref. [ 3 1 . It has been demonstrated that in the adiabatic approximation, i.e. ignoring emission of radiation, the fluxon may be regarded as a particle of mass m = 8 with the position c(t) moving in the potential U(r) = -2~ sech'r (6) in the presence of a friction force F,= -8~4 and driving force F= 2m. The potential (6) with negative E is repulsive irrespectively of the fluxon's polarity. Under the condition lcl =-Y2 2
the threshold (maximum) value Ahr of the current density allowing the capture of a fluxon by the mi-444 cro-short can be found by equating the kinetic energy 4 Vi of a fluxon far from the micro-short to the height U, = 2 I 6 I of the potential barrier, (6 ):
f:hr=(8h2h21~I .
Contrary to a micro-short, a micro-resistor (6 > 0) attracts a fluxon, as is seen from ( 6 ) . In this case& is determined by the energy balance in the following form: the dissipative energy loss of the fluxon co
--co must be equal to the kinetic energy 4 Vi corresponding to the velocity (5) with f=Ahr. Assuming again the condition (7) to hold, one may neglect the driving and friction forces, as compared with the potential force -u' (0, in a vicinity of the micro-resistor. Therefore, at 1 <I 6 1 the fluxon's law of motion takes the form i=Jt/2sechr.
Insertion of eq. (10) into (9) yields Ediss= 8xy @. At last, equating this expression to 4 Vi and using eq. ( 5), it is easy to find f:~r=U6/x:)y3&.
(11)
With regard to the assumed inequality (7), the quantity ( 11) is much less than the analogous quantity (8) for the case E < 0. A similar dynamical analysis developed in ref.
[ 12 ] has yielded a first dynamical correction to expression (8 ) obtained in the kinematic approximation:
In ref.
[ 12 ] the analytical expressions (8 ), ( 12 ) , as well as ( 11) with a correction similar to ( 12), were compared with numerical results. It has been demonstrated that, in fact, the analytical expressions are valid not only for y2 << 16 I but also for y2 N ) E I (see (7)).
In section 2 we calculate Ahr for a local inhomogeneity of a general form, i.e. with /3#0. Then we consider the motion of a fluxon through a lattice of dissipative defects. We concentrate on a currentvoltage characteristic (CVC) of that system, i.e. the dependence of the mean fluxon's velocity P (proportional to the dc voltage across the junction) upon the current density f: The main inference is that the if the stop point lies to the left of the maximum CVC coincides with that of a homogeneous LJJ with &,,,,=O of the repulsive potential (6) . So, Ahr is desome effective dissipation coefficient, provided pertermined by the equation &, = 0. With regard to ( 16 ) turbation theory is applicable. and (5), this gives In section 3 we study radiative effects accompanying the collision of a fluxon with a local defect. We calculate the total energy emitted by the fluxon in the form of linear plasma waves. It proves that a micro-wave generator based upon LJJ with a periodic lattice of dissipative defects must be more effective than the usual model of McLaughlin and Scott [ 31 based upon a lattice of micro-shorts.
Interaction of a fluxon with dissipative defects
According to ref. [ 121, capture of a fluxon by a local dissipative inhomogeneity has been observed in an experiment. We will consider the problem analytically within the framework of the model ( 1). First we dwell on the case e < 0 (a combination of a micro-short with a dissipative defect). To obtain results in an explicit form, we assume P+/iGr . 
Note that expression ( 17) does not contain the parameter E; however, it is implied that the inequality ( 13) holds. Let us proceed to t > 0 (a hybrid of a micro-resistor with a dissipative inhomogeneity). We will again employ the assumption ( 13 ). The fluxon will be captured provided co c &,.,,X, where &, is defined by ( 16 ) , and Lax is a coordinate of the maximum of the full effective potential (cf. (6) ) 8(r) = -2~ sech2r-2nfr, (18) where the second term accounts for the driving force. r max is determined by the equation f=2c tanh c,,, (1 -tanh2&,,,,) .
Setting c,,, = lo as argued above, we obtain an equation forAhr. Straightforward analysis based upon eqs.
( 16) and ( 19) yields the following results:
if At B=Bmax expression (20) attains the value (4/3 J? n) E, at which the maximum and minimum of the full potential ( 18) merge and disappear, so that Ahr = (4/3fi n)e at @&j?,,,aX. The full dependencef;,,( j?) for t and y fixed is shown in fig. 1 . Note that, as follows from (20), df;,,/dj?=O at j?=BmaX, so that the graph in fig. 1 is smooth at that point. Integrating this equation yields 4=Vo-fP(tanhr+1), (15) where I', (given by ( 5 ) ) is the fluxon's velocity prior to the collision with the defect (for definiteness, we set o= + 1, i.e. the fluxon moves from left to right). According to eq. ( 15)) at t+oo the fluxon approaches the stop point The quantity f;,, for a combined local defect can be found explicitly, besides the case ( 13 ), in another case, &=arth(2I',/P-1))
provided V0 < 8. We may regard the fluxon captured
In the lowest approximation, for negative E, j& is given by expression ( 8 ) , and a first correction is (cf. With the use of ( 14), we obtain eventually f :ilr = (4&x) Y2P J; * Let us proceed to consideration of LJJ with an installed lattice of purely dissipative defects (E= 0). We will concentrate on the case when the defect-induced dissipation dominates, Ba @, p and a being a mean "strength" of an individual defect and a mean lattice spacing (the lattice may be regular or random).
First of all, one can estimate the fluxon's momentum P=84 ( 1 -~2)-"2in the state of steady motion:
The term N /3 in eq.
( 1) remains a small perturbation provided BP< 1, i.e.
otherwise the form of a fluxon departs strongly from 
It is easy to realize that in the case of nearly uniform motion the dependence r;cf), i.e. the currentvoltage characteristic (CVC) of the junction, coincides with that of a spatially homogeneous LJJ with the effective dissipation coefficient &r=y+Bld.
In the case (24) the fluxon moves non-uniformly. However, the above statement and formula (25 ) remain valid. Indeed, it follows from eqs. (22)- (24) that in this case the fluxon is "nonrelativistic". With regard to ( 14), a conformable equation of motion can be cast into the form
where the velocity V= 4 is considered as a function of the fluxon's coordinate r, /In and x, are the "strength" and coordinate of the nth defect. Averaging eq. (26) in & one obtains
where ( ) means averaging over a large distance traveled by the fluxon (not over large time like in P). At last, taking account of the identity PX ( V -' ) = 1 (though, generally speaking, PF and ( V) ( V-' ) are not equal to one), one concludes that eq. (27 ) is indeed a "nonrelativistic" CVC of the homogeneous LJJ with the effective dissipative constant (25).
As a matter of fact, the analysis developed pertains to a ring LJJ since we ignored the presence of the junction's edges. CVC of a finite-length linear LJJ containing a single dissipative defect was considered in ref.
[lo].
Radiative losses
As we have demonstrated above, in the adiabatic approximation CVC of LJJ with a lattice of dissipative defects coincides with CVC of a homogeneous LJJ (this is not true if the nondissipative component of defects is present). However, in contrast to the case of a homogeneous junction, the motion of a fluxon in an inhomogeneous LJJ is accompanied by emission of linear plasma waves (radiation). To tackle this problem, we will employ the perturbation theory based on the inverse scattering transform (IST). In terms of IST, a radiation component of the sG wave field is described by a complex amplitude b(c), where the real spectral parameter c is related to the radiation wavenumber q and frequency Y: q= [- The basic physical characteristic of the emitted radiation is the spectral density b(q) of the radiation energy Erad (see, e.g., ref. [ 15 ] ):
Calculations based upon eqs. (28)- (30) yield the following expression for the energy spectral density of radiation emitted by a tluxon moving past the purely dissipative defect ( t = 0) :
In the course of calculations, we neglected the change of the fluxon's velocity in the vicinity of the local defect. According to the estimate APIP-B/ Pobtained in the preceding section, this can be warranted by the assumption V. B /I. The total emitted energy cn JL = I g(q) dq -co can be calculated explicitly in two limit cases: /12< V; K 1 and 1 -I'; << 1. In the former case we obtain from (3 1)
In the latter case
It is interesting to compare expressions (32) and (33) demonstrates that for the dissipative defect the total emitted energy is greater by a factor -(1 -Vi)-'. This suggests that a Josephson micro-wave generator operating on a lattice of dissipative defects must be more effective than the one employing micro-shorts. The working of the generator is described by eqs. (25 ), (4 ) , and ( 33 ). In particular, in the most interesting regime yc~ P/a-~f the emitted power, i.e. the energy emitted per unit of time is Wrad= ( VO/a)&& z 2r$f: As the power absorbed by the dissipation is w,i,,=2~fV~, the generator's efficiency Wrad/ wdiss x /3. Recall that these results are valid as long as (23 ) holds.
In the general case (/I# 0, t#O) a phase shift between linear waves emitted by a fluxon under the action of two localized perturbing terms -/I and -E is n/2, so that the full emitted energy is just the sum of the energies obtained in the particular cases fi= 0, t#O and /3#0, e=O.
In conclusion, it is pertinent to mention similar inferences obtained in ref. [ 191, where (in particular) emission of radiation by a small-amplitude breather (a strongly bound fluxon-antifluxon state) moving past a local inhomogeneity was considered.
It has been demonstrated that the spectral density of the emitted energy is strongly asymmetric in the case of a micro-short or micro-resistor, and is symmetric in the case of a dissipative defect. In the latter case the total emitted energy is greater by the factor 2(1-V*)-', provided l-V*<l.
